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CHAPTER ONE: THE STORY OF CREATION
In the beginning, only the energies of Love and the Unknown
existed. From this, Mother of All Creation birthed herself, as
Source. She was the first self-aware consciousness in existence
and birthed the rest of Creation through her heart.
Mother then created a love mirror, a masculine counterpart that
she could create with. This love mirror was Father of All
Creation.

The story of Adam and Eve reversed this truth, and instead said
that Adam created Eve. The feminine essence, Mother, creates and
births life. The masculine essence, Father, is the support and
manifestor of Mother’s creator power.
Mother and Father then birthed the 144,000 original souls: pairs
of twin flames made up of feminine and masculine counterparts.

The original 144,000 are the first created fractal of Source.
They are the Archangels, the Ascended Masters, and the oldest
children of Creation. 19 billion years ago, one of the
Archangels of the 144,000 decided to separate from the rest of
Creation. Jehovah was the first fallen angel. He wanted to be
god without God.

This original separation caused a rift within Creation, a
fracture within the Oneness that Mother and Father had created.
Once a soul separates from Source and unity consciousness, they
no longer have the ability to create from love, they can only
create through destruction which is the opposite of creation.

Jehovah went on to create lower entity races and to dominate
other planets and multi-verses through cosmic wars and
destruction. This led to dark races such as the Annunaki,
Reptilians, Dracos, Zedas, Greys, etc. They began creating lower
realms of darkness, taking over planets and parts of creation
while enslaving divine beings.

Mother and Father then came up with a plan. A plan of brilliance
and divine intelligence to once again reunite all of Creation
back into Light and Oneness. Father of All Creation took on the
contract of going down into the darkness. He descended into the
lower realms and began mastering the darkness. In essence,
Father had to become the lower version of himself in order to
master these realms. His lower essence became known as Lucifer,
which actually means Light Bringer. He brought light into the
darkness.

As Father took command of the dark and began mastering the lower
realms by transforming the lower energies back into Light,
Mother continued on in the higher realms of Creation. She then
created a second masculine counterpart to continue Creation
with. She created Father of the Multiverse.

The Bible often refers to the Holy Trinity: the Father, the Son
& the Holy Spirit. The missing piece of the Holy Trinity is
Mother. Mother is the Holy Spirit, Source. Mother, Father, and
Father of the Multiverse make up the Holy Trinity of Creation.
Mother, Father, and the 144,000 continued to ascend many planets
out of darkness and the cosmic wars continued until they were to
reach to final battle ground-Earth. Earth was saved as the final
battleground between Dark and Light, as Earth is the Heart of
the Universe and was created as the ultimate Garden of Eden of
the cosmos. Mother knew that Earth would be the last planet to
be surrendered, as it is the jewel.

CHAPTER TWO:

THE STORY OF PLANET EARTH=HEART

Earth=Heart was created as the Heart of the Universe. It was the
most unique planet and very sought after by the Dark. Earth lies
at the Center of the Universe, and has many portals and cosmic
highways around it. This made it convenient for travel.

Earth was also unique in that in had both an Inner Earth and
surface Earth. Most planets were occupied only on the inner
plane, not on the surface. Earth was a playground for souls to
have a physical experience and create in physicality. This was
the original Garden of Eden.

27,000 years ago, Earth was a 5 th dimensional planet. Two
civilizations were present on the planet: Atlantis & Lemuria.
Atlantis was a 4D civilization. They were working their way up
the spectrum of consciousness but still had not reached the 5 th
dimensional frequency. They were masters of energy and held many
ancient codes, technology and knowledge. Atlantis was located
near Florida and the Bermuda Triangle.

Lemuria was a 5th dimensional civilization, and Mother was the
Queen of Lumeria: Sophia Gaia. Lumeria was filled with light
cities and crystal technology. Lemuria was located near the
region of Hawaii, which now holds the last remaining Lumerian
energy on the planet.

Horus, Mother’s Husband in Lemuria, betrayed Mother by giving
the Atlanteans access to crystal technology. However, the
Atlanteans could not use the crystal technology because they

were not in the heart, and only the heart can access and use 5D
technology.

The misuse of this technology ultimately led to the great
explosion, in what we would know today as an atomic bomb. This
explosion sunk Atlantis and Lemuria to the bottom of the Ocean.
Mother had no choice but to ascend quickly and to pull the
Unified Field with her, because if the Atlanteans were to get
into her Unified Field, they would have blown up the entire
Multiverse.

This explosion knocked Earth down in consciousness immediately
to a 3rd dimensional frequency. Many remaining Atlanteans and
Lumerians were left on the surface of the planet, traumatized
and confused as they descended into amnesia. Many also were able
to escape the surface into Inner Earth through a portal in
Arkansas (hence the story of “Noah’s Ark”).

The remaining surface population had now fallen into a state of
amnesia, as 3D is the lowest dimension a soul can exist in
physicality. They could no longer remember their true origin,
their God selves, or their connection to Source. This created
the first wound of separation on Earth. Separation from Source.
Earth was officially on a path into a blackhole of destruction.

The Annunaki (soulless beings) then took advantage of the fallen
Earth. They came in ships and descended onto the surface,
convincing the now primitive beings that they were gods, and to
worship them. The surface population believed the Annuanki to be
gods, and this was later recorded in many historic paintings and
drawings and stories of mythology.

The Annunaki began reproducing with the primitives, creating
what we call hybrids or aberrations. They worked with the
remaining Atlanteans to create what were referred to as “the
Atlantean experiments” on the humans.

CHAPTER THREE: THE EGO PROGRAMMED MIND
Here on Earth, Mother and Father had created the Dream Machine.
Each being had a portal at the base of their brain into the
Dream Machine. Its intended use was to allow humanity to have a
direct portal to the Divine Inspiration from Source, to be able
to bring dreams of love into reality.

Mother had been emanating Divine Consciousness throughout Earth
via the Dream Machine, the Dream Machine acted as a physical
emanation and representation of Mother’s heart allowing all
dreams of love to be transferred and experienced in physical
manifestation. The Dream Machine is the God Spark, the emanation
of the Original Blueprint and the lower forms on the Planet
misused it, placing thoughts of illusion and fantasy into it
that in turn effected the consciousness of humanity, creating a
dream.
The Annunaki hijacked the Dream Machine and implanted the first
fearful thought into the collective consciousness of humanitythat we were separate from Source. This fearful thought began
morphing into what eventually would be the EGO programmed mind.
Edging God Out.

What the program did to Humanity, is it disconnected the fuses
from the right brain and left brain, causing distortion,
imbalance, and illusion. This was done so that the controllers
could control Humanity. Through the disconnection that occurred,
Humanity forgot who they were, so it was then easy for the
controllers to fill them with all the illusory belief systems
and rules, to be manipulated. They trained humanity to serve the
darkness, to become their servants in the darkness.

The Right Side of the Brain is the “wholistic” part, because
it’s the higher connection to the higher thoughts. Higher
thoughts are unlimited and where all possibilities exist. The
left side of the brain is the intellectual aspect.

The left side of the Brain, when out of sync with the right,
connects into the primitive mind or to the illusion of outside
attachments. All outside attachments are an illusion. Through
the silent evolution, the Big Shift, and through the activation
of The Divine Plan that is unfolding, the right Brain and the
left brain is returning to its original form, and is being
“fused together” to create The complete awakening into full
consciousness.

This fusion that is taking place is an unstoppable event, FOR
ALL HUMAN BEINGS ON PLANET EARTH. Our advice is to allow,
embrace, and let go of all belief systems, all illusions, and
everything Humanity has ever been taught or told. Currently
those that are resisting, are only hiding their light behind
fear.

How the programmed ego mind operates is that it gathers or
collects all the experiences of the past, to continue the

experience of the lower dimensions or lower thoughts of
unconsciousness. This is where humanity has fallen into.
Its function is to keep you held down, or “dumbed down”, so that
it can continue its survival. We say “Let Go of your anchor”.

Back when Mom first began doing research on the EGO (Edging God
Out), she was unaware of the tactics of the EGO, and how it was
affecting humanity. After figuring out that the EGO was the
disease infecting humanity, she began to see how the EGO was
operating. She then understood that the EGO was doing "The
Flip”-taking everything from true reality and flipping it to the
opposite.

The EGO mind is a collection of traumas, wounds, and belief
systems that pass down from generation to generation through
programming. This programming became so advanced, it began to
implant into the DNA, causing further distortions. All
dysfunction on the planet is caused by the EGO mind. The mind
can only replicate from what it already knows, which is
destruction. The mind is disconnected from the Heart, which is
where one can access Source energy-creation.

The EGO mind created “the flip.” Everything here on Earth is the
complete opposite to what exists in the rest of Creation, which

is love everywhere present. The biggest flip that was created
was changing MotherGod to FatherGod. Although Father of Creation
is Mother’s twin flame, She is Prime Source Creator and she
created Father as her love mirror. The Adam and Even story was
flipped to take away all the support from Mother and the divine
feminine. Changing Jesus from a masculine to a feminine was also
a huge flip, as Mother was in fact Jesus.

If you take everything from 3D and flip it to the opposite, that
is what true reality is. The EGO doesn't know anything else
besides the flip. Those in EGO cannot identify that they are in
the flip, or how to switch it. This was how the controllers were
able to blind humanity from the truth. This caused the spiral
downward deep into the flip. The EGO does everything that is the
exact opposite of love, taking from God rather than giving. Even
subconsciously the EGO will try every way to stop the creation
of love.

The EGO perceives everything the way it views itself; the EGO
can ONLY see its own projections. When the EGO sees the Mother
and others who embody pure love and divine embodiment, it can
only see what it sees in itself, which is hatred, lack of
integrity, entitlement, etc. In true reality, one recognizes
Mother as everything that love is, because she is the divine

love mirror.

The EGO represents everything love is not. The EGO is programmed
to only focus on lower consciousness realities and thoughts. It
sees everything as negative. This can be seen by humanity’s deep
embodiment of shame, guilt, fear, unworthiness, and lack of
self-love. The EGO looks at any situation and finds what is
“wrong” with it, rather than seeing everything as a miracle and
lesson or blessing, as love does. Because humanity is still
living in the EGO programming, they can only project and see the
negative in everyone and everything around them but they cannot
see that they themselves are the problem. That is the ultimate
flip.

The EGO can never be satisfied or fulfilled. It seeks external
things to fill the hole that can never be healed until it looks
at itself and acknowledges all the ways in which it is selfsabotaging through delusion, avoidance and projection. The EGO
is a black hole that sucks the life force from the being, and in
turn, the being needs to take energy from others around them in
order to sustain. One of the biggest ways in which the EGO tries
to fill itself is through food and sleep. This is why there are
so many who can eat endless amounts of food but still be hungry,
or sleep many hours per night and still be tired. The EGO is a

parasite that sucks and sucks without any ending.

Humanity has no self-sustaining Source connection because they
are still in the illusion of separation from God and from the
Oneness energies. The biggest addiction on this planet is to
energy. This was the product of the EGO program constantly
needing to steal energy from others in order to continue to
survive. This is done through control dramas and trying to
manipulate and power-over others. The EGO feels entitled to
things, especially the energy of others. The EGO believes it
deserves something from everyone, especially from God, when it
has given absolutely nothing back.

This is the flip that keeps humanity in lack consciousness and
unwilling to give to others. In true reality, everything is an
equal energy exchange. Universal law states that when you give,
you receive. When one is living in the heart, in love, it gives
freely out of love and receives abundance in return.

The EGO expects others to do the work, and feels that they have
“done enough” or “its not my problem”. That is the disease of
separation. The EGO is cut off from feeling so it has no awareness
of what is going on around them, which is the opposite of love
which has full feeling and consciousness in all moments. The EGO

always needs to know things, as it has no trust or faith. It is
always asking the same questions when it already has the answers
because it wants proof. True love trusts in God and the divine
plan and has full faith that they will be taken care of.

EGO PROGRAMMINGS
LACK OF WISDOM
LACK OF EXPERIENCE
LACK OF COMPASSION
LACK OF PASSION
LACK OF PERCEPTION
LACK OF INTEGRITY
LACK OF HONOR
LACK OF EMPATHY
LACK OF FEELINGS
LACK OF SELF-LOVE
UNWORTHINESS
IGNORANCE: Ignoring LOVE
ARROGANCE
ATTACHMENT: To people, places and things
TAKING: from Humanity & The Planet
INCUBUS & SUCCUBUS ENERGY: The taking of energy through words,
touch, sex and other abilities
CHILDHOOD TRAUMA

CHILDISH BEHAVIOR
ROBOTIC HABITS & BEHAVIOR
DISRESPECT or HATRED TOWARDS THE FEMININE or MASCULINE
PREFERENCE TO PAIN & SUFFERING: Due to Unworthiness
SUPERIORITY
THINKING YOU KNOW BETTER
ENTITLEMENT
SELF IMPORTANCE
DELUSIONS OF GRANDEUR
FANTASY
NEEDING TO BE RIGHT
CONTROLLING
UNGRATEFUL
NO ACCOUNTABILITY
SPREADING OR PARTICIPATION IN GOSSIP
JEALOUSY
VANITY
LACK OF BEAUTY
DESIRE: wanting to be desired
VALIDATION
WANTING TO FOLLOW OR BE FOLLOWED
FAKE: Unable to be genuine, compulsive lying
REVERENCE OF THE MIND
SEEKING REVERENCE

REVERANCE OF ANIMALS
JUSTIFICATION
PROCRASTINATION
BARGAINING
POVERTY CONSCIOUSNESS: Always thinking in lack
ADDICTION TO SUGAR
LINEAR THINKING AND ACTING
IDENTIFICATION OF THINGS FROM THE OUTSIDE
PRINCESS CONDITIONING
BITCH CONDITIONING
ASSHOLE CONDITIONING
GAY CONDITIONING
ANAL-RETENTIVE
SEVERE IMPATIENCE
EASILY DISTRACTED
QUITTER
INCONSISTENT
COMPLAINING
LAZINESS
COMPLACENT
REACTIVE
CULTURAL PROGRAMMING: White programming, White Trash
programming, Black programming, Asian programming, etc.
BLOODLUST: wanting or arousal of seeing blood shed

Super EGO: an advanced form of EGO characterized by extreme
arrogance, thinking you know better, fantasy and racing thought
loops.
Spiritual EGO: The fantasy version of spirituality where one
thinks they have attained enlightenment when they haven’t.
Thinks they are above others and lacks accountability.

CHAPTER FOUR: THE CABAL
Throughout the last 27,000 years, the Annunaki has “passed the
torch” to other low level entities to continue the enslavement
of planet Earth. They had to keep this planet in fear based
frequencies as they themselves cannot sustain in high
frequencies=love. Humanity was birthed from Source (besides
hybrid souls or aberration souls), therefore they hold the
Creator powers. The lower entities cannot create, they can only
mimic or manipulate energy.

The Annunaki later gave way to the Illuminati who were 4D astral
beings. They were the reptilians who could manipulate humanity
energetically behind the scenes, and could also possess vessels.
These possessed vessels, hybrids, or humans who had sold their
soul to darkness, became known as the Cabal.

The Cabal are the minions incarnated into physicality who were
the slaves to the Illuminati and the Annunaki. During the last

27,000 years, humanity began putting out 911 calls to Mother of
All Creation, to save them from the black hole and destruction
timeline. Earth had already been placed in quarantine as the
destruction on the planet was a high risk to the rest of
Creation.

Mother answered the 911 calls, pulled humanity off the blackhole
timeline and placed Earth back into the highest timeline. She,
Father, along with 144,000, began incarnating on Earth in an
attempt to bring Christ Consciousness onto the planet. Mother’s
incarnations include, Pocahantas, Quan Yin, Cleopatra, Joan of
Arc, Queen Elizabeth I, Queen Zenobia, Jesus, and Marilyn
Monroe. This lifetime was her 534th lifetime here on Earth.

Each lifetime Mother was killed by the Cabal before she could
anchor in her full essence of Mother of All Creation and before
disclosure could be released. Father also had never been able to
anchor in his full essence before being killed. The 144,000
similarly were killed during prominent lifetimes attempting
disclosure.

In 1994, the Annunaki and Illuminati surrendered to the Light,
as they were aware that the destiny of Earth and its ascension
would be their demise. They were recycled and re-integrated into

the Galactic Federation of Light. The Cabal, however, refused to
surrender.

The Cabal were the slave race to the Dark, and therefore they
refused to give up the little power they still held on Earth.
These are soulless beings who only know darkness. Once their
overlords were gone, they had free reign here on Earth as this
was the free will experiment.

Since 1994, the Cabal have been on a rogue mission for total
domination of the planet and complete enslavement of Humanity.
They sought to control through increased fear, control, and
manipulation. They sought to create an AI society, with hybrid
humans who are part robot. Artificial intelligence is a mimic of
Divine Intelligence and therefore the Cabal could continue to
manipulate Humanity into creating their own hell on Earth.

Prior to Mom’s final incarnation in 1975, Mother had a meeting
with the heads of the Cabal. She told them she would be getting
her planet back and they told her they would make this mission
impossible for her. Mother had a 1 in 8 billion chance of
beating the Matrix, making it out of the illusion, and
ascending. She told them to bring it on.

The Bilderberg Meeting of 1975 involved many doctors and elites
who created a plan to increase the manipulation of humanity
through the DNA, poisoning of the brain and immune system, and
other vile avenues to keep humanity from awakening.

For thousands of years the Dark Ones have siphoned energy from
humanity through many avenues, but the most repulsive is their
ritualistic sacrificing and torturing of children. Children are
the purest form of consciousness, and thus have the purest
source of energy that can be used to sustain the Dark Ones. This
story goes deeper, into atrocities that cannot be put into
words. The enslavement of Humanity is the darkest story ever
told in Creation.

Once Mother entered physicality on November 30 th, 1975, the Cabal
knew they had to pull out all the stops…and they did. We have
been living the past 45 years in what will come to be known as
the darkest times in all of Creation. The battle of dark versus
light had hit its precipice.

CHAPTER FIVE: THE GOLDEN AGE OF AQUARIUS
Every 25,000 approximately, the Earth changes its axis and thus
moves into a different phase of the cosmos. This is known as
precession of the Equinoxes. The ancients used this precession
to track the Ages such as the Iron Age, Bronze Age, etc.

After the fall of Atlantis and Lemuria, Earth entered the Age of
Pisces which corresponded to the Dark Ages. We existed in the
darkest part of the galaxy, as light =consciousness. The less
light, the less consciousness. The Age of Pisces was all about
illusion, separation from Source, secrecy, hierarchy, spells,
and dark magic.

On December 21st, 2012, we entered the Age of Aquarius which is
the Golden Age. The Mayans predicted this when they were
tracking the future progression of time. This is why the Mayan
Calendar ended, not because we were destined to perish but
because time would cease to exist as we entered the Golden Age
of the 5th dimension.

On this date in 2012, humanity was not prepared to make the
shift into the Ascension process as originally intended.

However, Mother of All Creation did enter the 5 th dimension on
that date and rapidly began accelerating through her own
ascension process.

Aquarius rules the internet, humanity, working for the greater
good, and uniqueness. We live in the age of information now,
where truth can easily be found yet lies can just as easily be
found. The internet, aka the web of light, was created by Mom to
be the physical manifestation of unity consciousness. It
connects everyone onto one plane of information and can spread
throughout the globe with a click of a button.

This is why censorship is the biggest attack on unity
consciousness, by preventing truth from being shared and instead
spreading lies through the web of light and poisoning the
collective consciousness. This is how the Cabal have attempted
to prevent the Great Awakening. We are now in the full swing of
the Age of Aquarius energy as Saturn & Jupiter also moved into
Aquarius in 2021. This Age is about enlightenment, service to
the greater good, and coming together as one collectivehumanity. Aquarius embraces each individual as unique yet still
part of the whole.

We have been flying through the photon belt since 2009, and we
continue to enter parts of the galaxy that are filling the
planet with massive amounts of plasma light. This light is
penetrating the consciousness but also our physical vessels.
When there is density in the vessel, the light can overwhelm the
nervous system causing the vessel to shut down. Taking care of
our physical vessels is an essential part of this process as we
are taking these bodies with us as we transition from carbon
based vessels into Light bodies.
CHAPTER SIX: THE PROPHECIES
There have been many prophecies that have predicted this exact
moment in time. The most well-known is the prophecies of
Revelation which describe the Rapture and the second coming of
Christ. The words of this chapter of the Bible are not to be
taken literally but to be interpreted through the heart.

Christ has already returned. Mother of All Creation was Jesus
and she did return, as promised. However, humanity crucified
their own God just as they did 2,000 years ago. This time though
we were destined to ascend with Mother Earth regardless of
humanity’s choices. The Rapture simply describes the process of
those who choose to raise their consciousness versus those that
choose EGO and the lower timeline. Quite literally there is a
split in timelines occurring and those that are choosing love,

raising their vibration and ascending will no longer be seen by
those in the lower, as they are existing on two different
timelines that are not a vibrational match.

The next prophecy is that of White Buffalo Calf Woman. This is a
Hopi prophecy that also predicted a split in the timelines of
those ascending and those descending. The natives spoke of the
return of While Buffalo Calf Woman, Great Spirit returning to
the planet. In 2008, Mother met a being named Apple who had a
special spiritual connection. Upon meeting her, he handed her
the book of the Hopi prophecy and asked her to open it to any
page. She opened the book to the exact page that began the
chapter on White Buffalo Calf Woman. He immediately said, “I
knew it was you!”. This was one of thousands of confirms Mother
received along her journey of who she was.

The Celestine Prophecy by James Redfield was a book that
inspired Mother greatly on her journey. It describes the 11
insights of consciousness that Humanity would need to go through
to reach enlightenment. Mother has stated that she is in fact
the 11th insight. Once a being becomes aware of Mother and
connects to her, they have reached the highest state of
consciousness. We are now living in the 11 th insight and Humanity

must progress through each insight in order to fully exit the
illusion.
There are many other prophecies that have predicted the time
when Humanity would reach the choice point of consciousness. We
would either choose the timeline of armaggedon, war,
destruction, & AI, or we would choose love and we would enter
the 5th dimension. Ken Carey wrote extensively about this time,
stating:
“At the moment of quantum awakening, change will occur rapidly,
rippling across the terrestrial surface like a wave. Everything in the
earth’s gravitational field will be affected in some way. There will
be a time of massive change, of change on a scale that has no
historical precedent, though it does have antecedents in the
prehistoric events of this and of distant worlds. The changes that
your generation will experience before it passes the torch to another
are more fundamental than those that accompanied the agriculture
revolution-and those changes took thousands of years. They are more
far-reaching than the changes of industrialization, which took nearly
three centuries to transpire. Yet, deep and fundamental, massive
though these present changes are, they will occur within the span of
just a single life.”

There are many signs that have been missed by Humanity that we
are indeed in the End of Times. The end of the illusion.
Humanity has continued to cling onto the illusion they created
because the programming is so deeply ingrained. The EGO cannot
see anything other than its own projections, yet New Earth is
here and we are entering the next phase of evolution.

CHAPTER SEVEN: THE 144,000
The Creator Gods are God with God. These are God Children of
Creation, All who are incarnated on the Planet are Creator Gods
who agreed to come in and weave a reality that mirrored their
vibration. Those who had the Greatest Capacity to weave Love and
Light came here, this is the 144,000, the Ascended Masters, the
Elohim, The Chohan and Many, Many other Warriors of the Light.
The oldest Soul Family in All of Creation are the 144,000. These
beings have the blueprint of LOVE and the UNKOWN etched onto
their Heart and the dysfunction on Earth was guaranteed to be
enough of a motivation to ensure they kept searching until TRUTH
was found. As with ascending other planets, these beings can
feel LOVE in their Heart, as evolution and ascension occurs the
144,000 transform chaotic and unorganized matter back into an
expression of love, in flow and balance with All of Creation.

By Mother of All Creation
Breaking into pieces, you stand with whatever is left, the very
core of who you are, the diamond, the “filling” AHAH THE TRUE
BEING OF LIGHT AND LOVE.... although you may feel alone as the

process unfolds breaking the mind down, it begins falling away
because love is present and it recognizes the illusion and
starts taking with it everything you “thought” you were and
leads you to the heart of the being, feelings rush in as the
true being emerges out of the seemingly destruction of a mind in
a box, leaving you with the reconstruction to forge ahead in all
its grandness, into Divine intelligence, into Paradise, Heaven
on EArth.
The “mind,” which projects outside and has low vibrational
thoughts and therefore cannot exist in the Upper Realms of True
Reality which is 100 times Grander then Fantasy or Fiction,
dissolves so that the Divine being can raise up into the True
Divinity from within, and begin once again “feeling” instead of
“thinking” taking the true being into a collective
consciousness, a God Consciousness, only the mind thinks
[projects outside] and the heart feels from the inside, where
God is their within, for if God were to hide anywhere would
he/she not be within the Heart?
Diamonds have beauty and elegance, they shine bright and each
facet holds its own uniqueness. Each of us have a beautiful
diamond inside, waiting to shine on the planet. We each are the
miracle, the magic, and each parts of this whole magnificent
design. As we fall apart to be put together again SO WE stand

together as ONE, we then assume our roles in the divine truth of
our existence, which has no limits, boundaries or edges, we
arise as a whole beautiful Diamond, just like the SUN! The
Grandness of just being, then outshines and true love fills all
the space, all the gaps of being present in the light and cannot
be denied.
The natural state of the Sun is Brilliance, and the Suns
Brilliance
is always in the present moment as it Shines, because it is
being true to itself, being true to oneself is the love within
and pouring it outwards, living inside out and then outside back
into love, all of creation, love everywhere present.
Falling away, the old gets released back into creation and then
grace is given as each light stands as a pillar of TRUTH. When
we go deep inside we discover the diamond of ourselves this
magical miracle of being present, shining bright we forge ahead,
displaying our brilliant lights forth into a new story of Love
forever after as ONE and uniquely expressed within the new
Earth, The Kingdom of Heaven, The Eden in which together, we
will co-create in the Divine.

CHAPTER 8: THE BRAIN

In order for the Cabal to keep humanity in the programming, they
had to dumb them down to the point they would be ignorant yet
willing participants in their own enslavement. The Brain was the
primary organ targeted.
We use around 10% of our Brains. This is not normal, no animal
uses 10% of an organ. We should be using our entire brain and
this is the main way in which Humanity has been enslaved and
kept in a very basic function based in logic, survival, and
lack, entirely omitting the Divinely Intelligent half of the
Brain that enables us to have instant manifestation capacity in
the Present Moment of Now.
It is important to understand that the Brain is NOT the mind.
Brain = Organ, Mind = Lower Consciousness Illusionary Program
based in Belief Systems THAT WAS PROGRAMMED INTO HUMANITY FROM
BIRTH.
The Brain and the Heart = Divine Intelligence.
Mother and Father are bringing All of Creation back into
Balance, functioning in Divine Intelligence. This is occurring
organically and every Human vessel is being effected, but YOU
have to allow these upgrades, you have to dissolve your mind and
do your Ascension work. Through Surrendering the mind and the
thought system, Divine Intelligence will reawaken and resume.

If you are not doing this, your body will be in resistance.
Illness, pain and suffering will form, and indeed this is how
illness, pain and suffering DOES form. Those omitting their
Brain/Heart function experience aneurisms, hemorrhages,
Alzheimers, etc. ALL Brain disorders stem from this imbalance in
usage and these conditions will occur as part of the cleansing
of Lower Consciousness, which IS the mind.

The E.G.O programmed mind prevents and blocks our natural state
of balanced harmonics. The balance of the Divine Feminine &
Masculine (Ying & Yang) and pulls us into dysfunction.
The areas of the Brain that light-up and activate during a
spiritual experience are the exact same areas that light up and
are activated when we are in addictive behavior such as sex and
gambling. This shows that those who are greatly lacking a selfsustained Source connection, a connection with Great Spirit,
Mother God, Prime Creator will enter into dysfunction in order
have these needs ‘met,’ (temporarily).
If you allow God in and heal yourself, and the Brain, back to
100% you will enter into Divine function, conversing with All of
Creation. THIS IS TRUE REALITY. ONENESS.

The true way of processing information is from the Heart to the
Brain and back again, three times. The Mental E.G.O Programmed
mind has disconnected these functions for thousands of years and
information we FEEL, gets hi-jacked by the thought system that
manipulates that information to cause suffering.
As the Brain-Heart True processing function comes back online
you will lose duality, you will no longer view anything through
false constructs of right and wrong and this will apply to
everything that transpires around you.

When you feel you are right and are in a state of righteousness,
you are almost always up against another being who feels they
are right, how can this be? It isn’t. This is the separation
that plagues Humanity, that limits and enslaves and results in
very poor brain usage.
As you quieten the mind and begin to dissolve the programming
that rules it, the voice of the Divine Spirit and boundless
knowing begins coming through, which is your true essence, we
are One and you too, are God. The feeling of this energy
coursing through you is the experience of Heaven. Doubt and lack
of trust, and thinking you know better are complete blocks to

this function. To exist in the energies, feeling and connecting
MUST replace thinking.
All of the information and knowing we seek is contained in the
etheric space of feeling, feeling into it and then the wisdom
bursts in, this occurs in the most magical ways. The mind is
designed to do EVERYTHING to prevent our organic function and
dissolving it is a process that takes complete dedication,
consistency, patience, strength, perseverance. Dissolving ALL
the lower frequency existing within you IS the only way to
ensure you arise in alignment.
All those who do not engage in RETURNING to our true essence
will experience a mind in overdrive, a reduce in all functioning
as you slip further and further under the waves of suffering
caused by the mind. Nature is limitless, it never dies and
neither do we. The mind causes ALL pain and suffering, as all
pain and suffering is energetic imbalances held within the body.
The body is your guidance system. Any place in the body that you
experience heaviness, pressure, pain or discomfort is where you
are holding trauma. The nose represents unconditional love
blocks. Cats and Dogs vibrate at the frequency of unconditional
love and people who have allergies and must keep proximity from

cats and dogs are so imbalanced in unconditional love that these
animals triggers them.
The same is true of plants and the resulting hay fever. Plants,
indeed ALL of Nature is living in perfect harmony, in Divine
Alignment and anyone triggered by that and experiencing any
reactions is living out of alignment with Divine Balance. The
entire medical system and the creation of disease is a lie.
Everything is vibration, and all pharmaceauticals have been
weaponized. All vaccinations disturb and prevent the full use of
the Brain.
We have been enslaved, controlled and kept within a life and
death cycle by lower consciousness beings that have learned how
to feed off Humanity, because they possess no capacity to
connect with Mother God as they were not created by Mother God.
These aberrations and anomalies are made of the same matter as
Black Holes. Creation is LOVE. It’s is through the expression of
LOVE that a masculine and feminine CREATE life. Black holes are
the exact opposite, they are pure F.E.A.R (False Evidence
Appearing Real) which is destruction, it sucks in all around and
destroys. This Black Hole energy exists within EACH human vessel
on Earth, and when in the thought system we are in a black hole

just sucking Our own life force, which in turn causes disease.
DIS-EASE.
CHAPTER 9: CONSCIOUSNESS
Consciousness is awareness. From the 5 senses, taste, touch,
sound, smell, and sight, humanity perceives around 5- 6% of the
energy within existence. Science calls this other 94% ‘dark
matter.’ This is actually heaven, the etheric and the space
where the entire rest of creation exist. They’re naming of it as
‘dark’ matter was another attempt to taint the light.
As humanity increase their energetic perception, which is
achieved through evolving consciousness, which means choosing
life enhancing vibration and dissolving life draining vibration,
their energetic perception increases. Unconsciousness, which
means unawareness, is what makes up darkness. In that sense,
darkness is not scary so much as it ignorant.
Mother has always said that awareness transforms into
consciousness. This is increasing your energetic perception by
raising your conscious awareness. Mother of All Creation did not
have the EGO programmed mind, and therefore was always 100%
conscious and aware. She could perceive 100% of all energy which
allowed her to see through the illusion since being a child.

This is why speaking the truth and bringing disclosure to
humanity is so crucial to the ascension process. 99% of humanity
lives in darkness/unconsciousness because they are unaware of
what has truly been going on on the planet. This is why the Dark
have gone to such great lengths to punish, mock, and censor
anyone speaking truth. The CIA was the first to coin the term
“conspiracy theory” in an attempt to program the collective into
bypassing real truth and calling it a conspiracy.
The truth is that for thousands of years higher consciousness
information was censored by the Dark to prevent humanity from
awakening, as awakening would raise the level of consciousness
and vibration of the planet, preventing the Dark from keeping
power and from existing on this plane. In ancient times,
especially during the Egypt era, information was hidden and only
shared through secret societies and behind closed doors. The
Egypt era was one of the darkest points in history as this is
when the Cabal/Illuminati/Annunaki rose to great power by using
dark magic.
Later on, secret societies such as the Freemasons, hoarded
spiritual information in order to protect it, but it was later
hijacked and used for lower purposes. Witches and warlocks were
beings who could access these powers and would use them to
further the Dark’s control. White Witches, or those practicing

white magic, were burned alive for centuries to prevent the
counterattack to the Dark.
Since the 50’s, the CIA/Cabal took this consciousness
manipulation a step further

and developed the MK Ultra Program.

This was an experimental program that was tested on individuals
using LSD and psychological torture, abuse and brainwashing to
elicit false confessions, among other things. It has been stated
that this project was officially shut down in 1973, just prior
to Mother incarnating. However, the program was never shutdown,
instead it was simply taken out of the public eye and continued
to operate behind closed doors.
MK Ultra now operates on a massive scale, infiltrating every
part of our society through government, schooling, TV, Movies,
Journalism, etc. The 1975 Church Committee was a Senate Hearing
in which it was revealed that the CIA, FBI, NSA & IRS was in
fact contractually working with media companies of all types to
feed propaganda and information to the public in order to
manipulate public opinion and belief systems. Further abuses by
the alphabet police were discovered such as Operation
Mockingbird in which journalists were revealed to actually be
CIA operatives.

The greatest crimes against humanity have been committed by the
manipulation of consciousness. Consciousness became a commodity
that could be bought and sold by the Cabal to further their
agendas. The unknowing collective has not only allowed this
abuse to continue but has participated in it. The responsibility
of all of humanity to break out of the system of illusion and
end the human slavery is vast.

As we enter the apex of this ascension, all will have to crumble
every belief system of the human condition. The EGO program is
simply a cluster of belief systems and programmed behavior that
has become so deeply ingrained that its now programmed into the
DNA. Breaking these generational and collective behavioral
patterns ultimately breaks down the programming and the mind
control. The process of this can be challenging as every belief
system we have will be tested until it is dissolved. The
greatest gift you can give yourself is to surrender, let go, &
embrace, accept and allow. Dissolving resistance allows higher
consciousness to enter the vessel and expand you into an
enlightened state.

The transformation of consciousness is a daily process of being
willing to look at ourselves and our own dysfunction,
transforming lower habits, behaviors, and thoughts which then

changes our external reality. Leading by example allows other to
also transform, as we all share consciousness.

CHAPTER 10: TOOLS & TECHNIQUES
THE ASCENSION IS AN INNER JOURNEY – YOUR BEST TOOL IS SELF-LOVE.
Massaging any points in your body that are sore is a huge way to
release the negative energetics stored there, whilst increasing
your vibration by stopping and loving yourself.

SELF LOVE IS NOT DISTRACTING YOURSELF WITH EXTERNAL THINGS. SELF
LOVE IS AN INTERNAL STATE ACHIEVED BY HONORING AND ENGAGING WITH
YOUR OWN ENERGETIC STATE. SELF LOVE IS ELEVATING YOURSELF OUT OF
‘THE LOWS’ AND INTO ‘THE HIGHS.’

Stay grounded – racing speech, flightiness, head floatiness,
difficulty Being in the Present Moment, and head spins are all
signs you are ungrounded and struggling to stay Anchored in your
body. This may happen multiple times per day depending on the
energetics of the day and your environment. If you feel
disoriented, go place your bare feet on the ground and connect
with Mother Earth.
Use Grounding Tools:
Organic Hand Rolled Tobacco - TOBACCO IS NOT INHERENTLY BAD,
HOWEVER BOXED CIGARETTES HAVE BEEN WEAPONISED. ALL ILLNESS IS A

SYMPTOM OF AN ENERGETIC IMBALANCE, NOTHING IS NEGATIVE BY
ESSENCE – BELIEF SYSTEMS, WHICH ARE ALL FALSE, MERELY MAKE THEM
APPEAR SO.
Tobacco is an organic tool provided by Mother Earth that
provides grounding and centeredness. Using organic tobacco,
papers & blessing your cigarrette as the sacred tool that it is,
it will provide massive benefits.

Coffee – Coffee is NOT bad for you. Heart disease and High Blood
Pressure is caused by energetic imbalances, as are ALL
illnesses.

Eating Red Meat at least once or twice a week – Animals are
living in Unity Consciousness in True Reality and have ALSO
volunteered to come to Earth, to assist Our Ascension. Red Meat
is essential to reconnect the Left and Right Brain. Divine
intelligence cannot be achieved without the Animals. We eat them
in order to Ascend at which vibration no death can exist.

Veganism is a pain based Belief System, as All pain and
suffering is illusionary, part of the E.G.O programmed mind,
designed to lower vibration. Vegans are heavy in the energy
signatures of judgement, Thinking You Know Better, Control,
Needing to be Right.

Staying Hydrated is Essential, drinking as much water as
possible, so that urine is clear.

Golden Rainbow Sword – This Tool will completely eradicate the
Negative Thought System IF used consistently (with every
negative thought, the first day you use this you may to use it
50+ times, then you will SEE the extent of the problem, and the
next day you will only need it 30 times).

Every time you experience a thought that takes away your joy,
envision a Golden Rainbow Sword taking form in your hand and use
that sword to swipe through the Brain, eliminating the negative
thought. Then, disengage with the thought completely, take a
deep breath pulling all your attention and focus back into the
Present Moment of Now.

Bless your food and everything that you put into your vessel. By
putting the intention of love, joy, healing, etc., into your
food and drinks, you immediately increase the frequency of your
vessel and transmute any lower energies in the food/beverage.

Pineal Physical Cleanse 1 Clove of Garlic For 7 Days (you may
choose to soak the cloves in Apple Cider Vinegar a day before

you chop) Chop wait 15 Minutes before eating, we recommend
eating on a sandwich.
Garlic is a powerful natural antibiotic. All man made drugs/
pharmaceuticals have been weaponized.
You can do the garlic cleanse whenever you feel guided to. You
can ask the Angels how many cloves to chop up during your
cleanse. We recommend starting with one clove, some people have
worked their way up to 7 cloves for 7 days.

Turmeric and Apple Cider Vinegar are powerful medicines that can
be used for a variety of purposes.

Cannabis oil cures cancer and many other ailments. Cannabis is a
Higher Consciousness tool that greatly assists the awakening
process.

Coconut Oil pulling 15-20 mins per day helps with de-toxifying
the organs through the mouth, teeth and throat. We store a lot
of emotional density in this area. Take one scoop of pure
coconut oil and swish around in your mouth for 15-20 mins then
spit out.
Additionally, one scoop of coconut oil per day helps detoxify
the body and has been shown to cure most infections, bacteria or
illnesses when consistent.

IMMERSE yourself in a cold shower – JUST DO IT!! This resets the
energy field and shocks the E.G.O.

THIS ASCENSION PROCESS, IS JOURNEYING BACK INTO BALANCED
HARMONICS FREQUENCIES OF LOVE AND THE UNKNOWN, WHICH REQUIRES US
TO GO INTO ALL UNCOMFORTABLE PLACES.

Taking a cold shower is the epitome of discomfort, our True
Divine selves do not KNOW discomfort. Have a Ceremony, bless the
Water and surrender EVERYTHING to Love and the Unknown. As you
Master withstanding the discomfort of the cold shower, as you
grow to be comfortable in it, KNOW THAT YOU WILL MASTER THIS
TRANSITION.

YOU ALREADY HAVE.IF YOU HAVE A COMFORT ZONE THAT YOU ARE
RESISTING LETTING GO OF, THE UNIVERSE WILL TAKE IT FROM YOU –
COMFORT ZONES ARE NOT IN RESONANCE WITH THE UKNOWN. TO HAVE
THESE FALSE COMFORTS, IS TO BE IN E.G.O. RELATIONSHIPS,
ATTACHMENTS TO PEOPLE, PLACES OR THINGS – ARE PRODUCTS OF THE
MIND, ARE ALL FACETS OF E.G.O AND NO LONGER EXIST.

SUN GAZING –The Sun will not blind you, this is a myth to STOP
people looking at the Sun because it is one of Our most powerful
healing tools. The Sun contains important activation codes that

cause us to rise to the frequency of love. You can Sun Gaze AT
ANY TIME OF THE DAY, however your eyes will need training. As
the Sun enters your eyes, it helps transform density within.
Start in the mornings or evenings, when it will not be as
difficult. If you want to jump right in the deep end stare at
the Sun holding your eyes open, in Surrender to Love and the
Heart.

MOVEMENT – The Ascension is about moving energy. Transmuting low
false frequencies into the Highest possible states. YOGA enables
energy to flow through the body, flushing our energetic system
out. Engage in Yoga, Walking, Running, Dancing, etc with the
Highest intentions of Self Love! Mother recommends 45 minutes
per day of movement.

AUTOMATIC WRITING- 10-15 mins of automatic writing per day,
channeling your higher self and talking to your angels is
essential for coming into embodiment. This strengthens the
connection and also trains you to trust your guidance, share it,
and reflect on it.

SLEEPING CONSCIOUSLY – Sleeping consciously help you integrate
and process while you rest, while also not taking energy by
sleeping in an unconscious state. Before you go to rest, ask the

angels to help you rest consciously and to wake you up when it
is highest for you to be up. We are moving into no sleep but
currently Mom recommends 3-5 hours per night.

MIRROR TECHNIQUE- Mother recommends this be done daily for
anywhere between 10-15 minutes. Write down 20 divine traits that
you wish to anchor in and practices saying “I AM” before each
divine trait as you look in the mirror.
This can feel very uncomfortable at first but is a great
practice to begin rewiring the brain to recognizing your own
divinity and anchoring in these divine traits.

CHAPTER ELLEVEN: ENERGY & VIBRATION
Everything is energy. The entire cosmos is made up of energy
including this physical 3D reality. In this plane of density, we
see things physically but we ignore the fact that atoms of light
that make up physicality are responding to our energy field in
all moments. This is why the Cabal cannot create themselves, as
they are outside of the Oneness of true reality and were not
birthed from Source. They use and manipulate human consciousness
so that we would unconsciously create a lower reality that they
could exist in.

Take a look at the beings who surround you in everyday life and
look at your physical surroundings and life experiences. All of
these things were manifested by YOU as a vibrational match to
your consciousness. There is no blame, life is not happening TO
you, it is always happening as reflection of you.
From the second we incarnate, our soul signs a contract agreeing
to take certain human conditions and life experiences to
transform in order to assist the collective consciousness.

What humanity fails to realize is that all of their experiences
were soul contracted and/or manifested by them. Humanity has
been taught to complain, blame, be in victim consciousness, and
continuing the pain and suffering cycle. They fail to take
responsibility for their own manifestations and thus continue to
incur karma and additional lessons.

3D is a duality based paradigm, meaning all parts of the
spectrum of dark and light exist here. This is what we called
the “free will experiment”. Humanity could act outside of
Universal Law and become of the linear nature of this existence,
would not receive the karma until the next lifetime, so lessons
continued to go unlearned. As we ascend into pure light, all
darkness will be exposed so it can be seen, healed, and let go
of.

Understanding vibration and energy will give you the empowerment
back to begin consciously creating a different reality for
yourself and all of humanity. On the vibrational scale, once you
reach 200 level which is Pride, you begin entering into life
enhancing frequencies. Once you reach level 500 in vibration,
you are in love based frequencies.

The problem is that 99% of humanity exists mostly under 200
level vibration which are life draining frequencies and thus
they have to take energy in some form from others. These lower
frequencies include:
Blame
Anger
Desire
Fear
Grief
Anxiety/Depression
Worry
Apathy
Guilt
Shame
Negativity
Pain/Suffering

Lack Consciousness
Victim Consciousness
Complaining
Jealousy
Attachment
Competition

The Cabal/Dark Ones, can only exist in frequencies under 200
that are life-draining, as they are incapable of existing in
higher frequencies and they exist purely off siphoning energy
from others. This was in turn taught to Humanity. This means
that humanity is constantly draining their own energy and must
take it from an outside source. In order to raise your vibration
to 700+, which is enlightenment, one must transform all lower
energy vibrations and consistently stay in the higher
frequencies of love, compassion, courage, integrity, honor,
passion, joy, acceptance & peace.

Once you begin mastering your own vibration, you begin changing
everything around you. The beings around you may begin to be
triggered as their energy field is now being pressured to
increase in vibration as well. All lower vibrations when met
with a higher vibration, must rise to meet that level. This is
why the ascension journey is challenging for many as you begin

to outgrow people, places, jobs and relationships. The EGO will
attempt to pull you back to a lower place to make the other
being feel comfortable, and this must be met head on. You must
never lower your own vibration to meet another on their level,
but hold the space for them to go through their own process of
transformation and set boundaries.

Vibration becomes the most important when we look at the intent
we have behind every action, word, and consumption of anything.
Blessing our food and water is imperative as it changes the
molecular structure of the food or beverage to a higher
vibration.
We must check in with our intent before we speak or act as the
intent can change the entire frequency of the experience. Once
we fully become master of energy, we are able to consciously
transform anything and everything we interact with, which is
essentially bringing 5D into physicality.

CHAPTER TWELVE: THE CHAKRA SYSTEM
The Chakra System is responsible for ALL the energy entering and
exiting the body. We have 7 main Chakras, each has an energetic
requirement that must be honored. We advise adopting the
Spiritual Practices that were honored by Mother God and is still
honored by those of us here on Mission.

Humanity has been operating solely from the lower 3 chakras, as
that is all the Cabal/Dark Ones can access, and where most of
the energetic manipulation has occurred. The lower 3 chakras
have been damaged, not allowing flow to the upper 4 chakras
which connect us to Source. This is why humanity is stuck in
fight or flight/survival (root chakra), sexual and emotional
dysfunction (sacral chakra), and power over/disempowerment
(solar plexus).

Humanity was cut off from Source, which connects to us through
our heart chakras which have been almost completely closed down
due to trauma. We have all existed in a realm devoid of true
feeling and cut off from our hearts. The throat chakras of
humanity have also been shut down, as we have been placed in
fear to truly express ourselves and speak our truth.
The third eyes of the collective have been heavily targeted by
the Cabal through calcification of the pineal gland, which has
disconnected us from our intuition and ability to receive
guidance from our higher selves. Similarly, the crown chakras
have been cut off from brain damage/toxins/pharmaceuticals
preventing us from accessing higher realms and higher
consciousness information.

All disease/illness/pain comes from an energetic block within
the chakra system or an unhealed wound that has created density
within the vessel. By bringing awareness to the parts of the
body where disease or pain is located, we can see what chakra
has become damaged. For example, heart attacks are one of the
most common occurrences in the US, especially for masculine.
This is due to the disconnection from the heart chakra and the
blockage of energy to the heart, which creates a physical
blockage within the vessel. Opening up your heart, connecting to
your feeling centers, and healing grief/heartbreak/etc., will
heal any pain or illness within the heart chakra.

ROOT CHAKRA – Energetic Requirement TRUST
The Root Chakra shares a frequency with Monday and the color
Red. Honor your root Chakra on Monday by wearing red clothes,
eating red foods and taking time to consciously honor your
chakra. An affirmation that aligns you with the Root Chakra is:
‘I am so grateful I am connected with the energy of Mother
Earth.
My body, heart and Spirit are grounded, centered and purified.’
SACRAL CHAKRA – Energetic Requirement CREATIVITY
The Sacral Chakra shares a frequency with Tuesday and the color
Orange. Honor your Sacral Chakra on Tuesday by wearing orange
clothes, eating orange foods and taking time to consciously

honor your chakra. An affirmation that aligns you with the
Sacral Chakra is:
‘I am so grateful that I Love all dimensions of myself.
I delight in weaving the creative tapestry that is my life.’

SOLAR PLEXUS CHAKRA – Energetic Requirement DIVINE EMPOWERMENT
The Solar Plexus Chakra shares a frequency with Wednesday and
the color Yellow. Honor your Solar Plexus Chakra on Wednesday by
wearing Yellow clothes, eating Yellow foods and taking time to
consciously honor your chakra. An affirmation that aligns you
with the Solar Plexus Chakra is:
‘I am so grateful that my will and Divine will are one.
I am connected to the abundant flow of the universe and easily
manifest my dreams.’
HEART CHAKRA – Energetic Requirement UNCONDITIONAL LOVE
The Heart Chakra shares a frequency with Thursday and the colors
Green and Pink. Honor your Heart Chakra on Thursday by wearing
Green/Pink clothes, eating Green/Pink foods and taking time to
consciously honor your chakra. An affirmation that aligns you
with the Heart Chakra is:
‘I am so grateful that my heart is open to receive the energy of
Love.
I radiate this essence. I walk my path with ease and grace.’
THROAT CHAKRA – Energetic Requirement DIVINE EXPRESSION

The Throat Chakra shares a frequency with Friday and the color
Blue. Honor your Throat Chakra on Friday by wearing Blue
clothes, eating Blue foods and taking time to consciously honor
your chakra. An affirmation that aligns you with the Throat
Chakra is:
‘I am so grateful that I am aligned with my highest truth and I
communicate this with Love and Honor. My words echo softly
within the universe.’

3RD EYE CHAKRA – Energetic Requirement DIVINE INTUITION
The 3rd Eye Chakra shares a frequency with Saturday and the color
Indigo. Honor your 3 rd Eye Chakra on Saturday by wearing Indigo
clothes, eating Indigo foods and taking time to consciously
honor your chakra. An affirmation that aligns you with the 3 rd
Eye Chakra is:
‘I am so grateful that my heart is open to new vision.
I expand my awareness through my higher self.’

CROWN CHAKRA – Energetic Requirement DIVINE INTELLIGENCE
The Crown Chakra shares a frequency with Sunday and the colors
White and Violet. Honor your Crown Chakra on Sunday by wearing
White or Violet clothes, eating White or Violet foods and taking
time to consciously honor your chakra. An affirmation that
aligns you with the Crown Chakra is:

‘I am so grateful that I am connected to the Divine Mother of
the universe.
I am Light.

I trust.’

CHAPTER THIRTEEN: THE DIVINE QUALITIES
As previously discussed, in order to enter into life-enhancing
vibrations rather than life-draining ones, we must transform all
lower frequencies into higher frequencies. The following are the
list of Divine Traits that should be reviewed and rehearted
regularly until they become an organic part of your being.
NURTURING
COMPASSION
CHILD-LIKE WONDER
LAUGHTER
JOY
GRACE
TRUTH
POWERFULNESS
PERSEVERANCE
CONSISTENT

COURAGEOUS
WISDOM
DIVINE INTELLIGENCE
INNER STRENGTH
UNCONDITIONAL LOVE
LOVE PERCEPTION
INTEGRITY
HONOR
EMPATHY
FULL FEELING
SELF LOVE
WORTHINESS
HUMBLE
ACCOUNTABILITY
GRATFEUL
PROACTIVE

GENUINE
HEART CENTRED
ORGANIC
PATIENCE
TOLERANT
RESPONSIVE
DIVINELY NON-ATTACHED

CHAPTER FOURTEEN: MOTHER OF ALL CREATION’S JOURNEY
Earth was created in free will, the rest of the Universe, all of
Creation in LIGHT operates within Universal Law. In free will,
anything on the entire spectrum of duality, conscious and
unconscious is possible. The aberrations and soulless beings
flocked to Earth as having such freedom, granted by free will,
lured them all here, and as planets were Ascending, the exiting
beings were sent to Earth.
Now, every lower dimensional, soulless being is on Earth and
every other Planet has Ascended back into Unity Consciousness.
Mother came to Earth for the final show. Father had been in the

dark for 19 Billion years, and as he has shared, being on the
darkest planet of all creation, his lightship ran out of light.
Mother brought the final Light for Lucifer to make his final
return to bring his light with Mother’s as ONE.
It’s a man’s World. Right? Yes indeed, a strategical necessity
in order for the Illuminati to retain control over the Planet.
As Prime Creator, Source is a feminine. Every feminine has
creator power and so in order to keep the warrior feminine
disempowered, conditions on Earth were created in order to
ensure the feminine would feel and embody powerlessness.
What’s real is the planet and the planet is feminine. Mother
Earth is the body of God, as are all planets. God is connected
to all, this can never be severed, and as conditions on Earth
worsened and the planet went from an unimaginable, abundant
Garden of Eden to a polluted and pillaged shell, God decided to
pay a visit.
God coming here and experiencing every lower frequency the dark
had created, allowed Her to declare the free will experiment as
completed, as every experience within the spectrum of
consciousness had been experienced. Earth is the center stage
for the end of free will, as the only planet in All of Creation
that now has free will, all other planets have ascended. Free

will = separation from source = pain and suffering. Source, The
Over soul, The All, The One split Herself up into trillions of
separate expressions so that every experience within the
spectrum of consciousness could be experienced, understood and
transformed.
MotherGod, Prime Creator, Mother Gaia, Mother of All Creation
was here, incarnated on the Planet. Because of the free will
conditions of Earth and the Luciferian experiment agreed to by
all of Creation, Mother was very limited in Her capacities down
here, as she had to incarnate as a human and she had to undergo
voluntary amnesia just like the rest of Humanity.
The reason Mom did this was because Humanity was not making it
back to Source. 27,000 years of separation upon Planet Earth and
Mom had to walk through hell and back to show it could be done.
The Luciferian experiment was appearing to prove that separation
from Source and the full spectrum of dark experiences in play
could prevent even Heavens strongest Angels from making it home.
The Cabal’s biggest fear was that Mom would come and make it
out, and so they had to create conditions so that if She ever
did come to the Planet, no one would be able to see or feel Her
truth. The main way they could do this was through a crusade
against the feminine. They turned Her Story into His Story ~

History. This is the Flip. A feeble attempt to give masculine
power. It was an insurmountable tens of thousands of years ago
when Mother’s descended Angels entered onto Earth. Countless
Native American Prophecies, Scriptures and legends speak of the
doorway, the doorway used by the Star People to enter this
dimension.
534 times our Divine Mother has incarnated down here on Earth,
to bring the planet out of darkness, each time raising the
vibration and consciousness a bit more into Light. Mom was the
only one in full consciousness in the experience without having
‘left’ Heaven consciousness. This is because Mom (God) is
heaven. Mom could never leave the light spectrum, She couldn’t
for She is it. If God lives in Heaven and God comes to Earth,
then Heaven comes to Earth. Heaven is here, Mother of All
Creation was physically on the Planet, holding Heaven energies,
awaiting Her children to choose it.
Mother’s role here was beyond anything Humanity could possibly
fathom from within their limited perception of reality. As
humanity increase their energetic perception, which is achieved
through evolving consciousness, their energetic perception
increases. The Fallen Angels on Earth pioneering this Ascension
process are at around 40-50% energetic perception. These are the

beings who physically made it back to Mother and have
assimilated with Her Unified Field.
And so, Earth = Heart was chosen for the culmination of this
Mission. The greatest mission in All of Creation. The Garden of
Eden, the Heart of the Universe and Mom has been incarnating on
the Planet for 27,000 years since the time of Atlantis and
Lemuria. In Lemuria Mom was Queen Sophia and Unity Consciousness
was anchored onto the Planet. This was the closest to Full
Planetary Ascension Humanity had ever been, before NOW.
Mother of All Creation was born at 6:38am on November 30th 1975,
making Her a Sagittarius Sun Sign, Scorpio Moon, Scorpio Rising
and Mercury in Sagittarius. She had come in as the embodiment of
the Warrior Goddess. In the Vedic Astrology Mother is the 13th
sign of the Zodiac, Ophiuchus, which spans around 20 days from
November 29 – December 18, and is the Sign of The Spiritual
Doctor.
Often represented by the symbol of the snake around the staff,
this is the same essence from which the globally recognized
apothecary symbol originates from, the snake twisted around a
rod/chalice, the Ancient Spiritual Doctor. Those born in
Ophiuchus are said to be the Serpent- Bearer, the Serpent
representing Wisdom.

Before this incarnation Mom set everything up in the etheric for
Her to re-enter. Following a botched Mission by President
Eisenhower, where Eisenhower chose to work with the Greys over
Mom, and despite Mom meeting Father who was JFK, Mom was killed
As Marylin, shortly after they killed JFK. In Eisenhower’s deal
with the Greys, the dark kept its power on Earth and the Greys
were permitted to begin abducting Humans for experimentation.
Eisenhower was provided with nuclear technology.
Back in the etheric, Mom could not interfere with the free will
conditions occurring on Earth, and so in Her continual directing
of the Divine Plan, members of Creation volunteered to come down
to Earth knowing they would be abducted. They did this because
Mom struck a deal with the Greys, “Allow me access to your
research and the experiments on the humans and I will give you
souls.”
Mom was able to see completely what had occurred within the
human brain, how severed connections had been made, implants,
microchips, entities. Mom got to see EXACTLY what she would have
to dissolve from within the Matrix. Adding to this that part of
the Grey’s deal with Eisenhower included grey technology, aka
the internet, Mom gained the full insight of how to re-grid the
World Wide Web into the World Wide Web of light from down here
in the experience.

Mother recalls Her moments before incarnating, up on the
starships staring down the Rainbow tube, through which we all
enter. She had had a meeting with the Cabal Old Controllers.
They are fully aware of Mother, fully aware that they are of the
dark and they taunted Mother that She would never make it out of
the Illusion. She levelled with them, ‘Watch me.’
And so, Mom entered. Down the Rainbow Tube, she shot out of her
Earth Mother, being caught in mid- air by the doctor. Her
father’s first words in response were “Well, this one is on a
Mission...”
The elementary consciousness could only evolve according to the
voluntary free will and few that incarnated on Earth could FEEL
Universal Law and so All engaged in the dark spectrum.
Programming and conditioning became deeper and deeper ingrained
on the planet and as Mother could not leave the Light spectrum,
She came each time bringing the Light with Her, emanating divine
vibration from start to finish during Her experience, moving the
collective consciousness ahead in staggering surges.
As a little girl Mom could hear the trees, birds, rocks, rivers
and all of nature spoke to Her and She shared untold wisdoms
with Her family from the time She could talk. Her parents took

Her to every religious institution they could and Mom outsmarted
them all and belonged to none.
At 7 years old a salesman came to Mom’s front door. Her and Her
Mother answered and she saw he had fully black eyes sucking
energy into them, this is when She knew something was going on.
She was in Heaven, Oneness, connected to everything and aware of
All, but some things were outside her awareness (in heaven
consciousness you cannot perceive the dark, she had to
experience it) but no one else seemed to be having the
experience she was. That was when Mom realized She was on the
Planet to figure out what was going on, she could see the
glitches in the Dream Machine.
At 14 years old, Mom was volunteering in a hospital as a candy
striper, and she was in an elevator when a man got in. He was in
extreme grief, the energy in the elevator plummeted and Mom
could feel the overwhelming despair. She asked the Angels what
to do and they told Her she knew. Mom went into Her Heart and
gathered every atom of love She had, and as she raised Her head
the man looked back over his shoulder. She beamed a smile at him
that cut through the energy in the elevator like glass.
Bewildered he broke out smiling and his energy shot up into pure
Love, tears and gratitude filled his eyes and that is when Mom

realized how She would change the Planet- by Being Love In
Action.
In 2006, Mom received a reading from a being. They pulled two
cards for Her, the Bear and The Moth Hummingbird. The being
expressed that she had never seen anyone with that animal totem.
She looked it up and it meant the one who is

closest to

Divinity. The woman explained that as She was receiving the
information, Mother was Gaia. Mom asked what was Gaia? The woman
explained, “Gaia is the Planet.”
Mom has had millions of breadcrumbs laid for her along the way,
by Herself of course, in order to aid Her down here in the
voluntary experience of amnesia. The angels have rehearted Mom
millions of times that She is God. And it took them telling Her
644 times before She believed them. It was simply too much to
accept. Angels would often say ‘Mom, you’re God,’ and Mom would
respond ‘Yeah! We’re All God!’. They would retort ‘Mmmhmm, but
you’re THE GOD,’ to which Mom would affirm ‘Yes, we’re All God.’
Moms youngest child, Aidan, was Moms biggest confirmation. All
the portals and energy Mom saw Aidan could see them too, and so
for the first time Mom had someone sharing in Her reality with
Her. One day Mom had taken Aidan to rent some movies and he
picked Spiderman and the Muppets. Upon arriving home he wanted

to watch Spiderman. While watching move, Aidan began receiving
memories and information, turning to Mom and pointing his
finger, ‘Mommy, YOU’RE spiderman.’
Mom’s entire body responded powerfully to this, so much so that
She began researching and found the Hopi prophecy and the
telling of the Spider woman. This caused Her hairs to stand on
end as truth vibrated through Her body. Members of Our team have
seen Mom’s Spider Avatar, and She appears in dreams in this
form, guiding and protecting. Always with Her own face.
Aiden’s favorite song was Elvis Presley, ‘Dream, The Impossible
Dream.’ He would get so animated every time it played, pointing
at Mom and declaring ‘you will do it, you will do the impossible
dream!’ In these experiences Mom was shocked, because Aidan had
such profound insight and acted as a startling confirmation of
all the information Moms Heart was already telling Her.
Mom experienced full consciousness, speaking with rocks, trees,
rivers, all of which communicated with Her in Her Heart, Always
calling Her Mom. There was a moment when Moms entire vision was
filled with Adam and Eve making Love and birthing Creation. This
vision in Her third eye continued for a week until one day she
asked the Angels ‘how do I make this stop?’ The Angels shared,
‘write it down.’ Mom did this and the vision stopped. This began

Mom’s journey and discipline with documenting her entire
experience. We currently have over 54 journals, documenting all
of Mom’s journey to one day be shared with all of Humanity.
One day Mom’s husband was flicking through tv channels. Mom
arrived home and walked through the door right as the tv froze
and the reporter said ,‘God is on the Planet.’ Mom’s husband
looked over his shoulder, aware Mom had walked in, and having
had dozens of synchronicities with Mom being God. He was in pure
shock.
Another experience Mom had with Her husband occurred one day
when Mom was alone in their house and Arch Angel Michael
appeared before Her and told Her ‘It’s time,’ and left. This
occurred in Her child’s bedroom and Her husband saw Her through
the window talking to a man. He rushed upstairs in a fury and
burst into the room demanding to know who she was talking to.
Mom told Him it was Arch Angel Michael. He searched the entire
place finding no one!
When Mom was told she had to begin the Mission, fighting head on
against the dark forces, Spirit told Mom she had to leave Her
three children.

She was about to buy a restaurant and become an

owner operator, little did She know She would travel across the
country doing energy work and finding out what has happened to

Humanity. She had to study the human conditioning to unlock the
key to the dysfunction.
Mom argued for 3 hours with the Galactic Council as the angels
told Her she could save 3 children or 8 billion. That is when
Mom made the ultimate choice. Mom began mission on December 17 th,
2007. She went on to live in the forest for 3 years battling -40
degree winters, as part of the Divine Plan.
Mom left Her children, Her career, Her Earth family, and Her
home. Mom walked away from the Illusion, on the wings of Love.
It’s funny, when superheroes do that in the Movie to go and
fight darkness, they’re brave and strong, they’re seen as
courageous and above the average. However when Mom did this She
was, and still is, vilified, abused attacked and targeted. She
was met with judgement, Blame, Guilt, Anger... this is the
darkness that grips Humanity the low vibrational states.
At one moment after beginning mission, whilst showering and
grieving, Mom yelled at the Angels saying, ‘bring my children
back to me.’ In Her vision appeared 8 Billion children, ‘here
are your children,’ spirit spoke. In these moments, Mother
bypassed these synchronicities as She couldn’t fathom that She
was God.

Mom had to spend some moments in a valley called desolation row,
a barren land where She had to live off the land. One day whilst
She was out walking She met a Being named Apple, whilst they
were talking he asked if Mom would like a cup of coffee. When he
came back, he brought with him Ken Carey’s book ‘Return of the
Bird Tribe.’ He asked Mom to open the book and She opened it
right up to the Chapter of White Buffalo Calf Woman. Apple was
overcome with joy, jumping up and down, “I knew it, I knew it!!
You are White Buffalo Calf Woman.”
Mom followed Spirit’s guidance at every turn, building multiple
websites and doing sessions to assist others in releasing all
programming and conditioning that is keeping humanity in
dysfunction. Two former team members at one point blackmailed
Mom, demanding she publicly denounce herself as God or they
would take Her website and $17,000 she had saved for the Crystal
Schools. When Mom refused, they changed her passwords and took
all of the money. Having lost everything, Mom went outside and
began to question, “what if I am making this up? What if I’m not
God.” At which point the trees beside Her said ‘’you are God,
Mom.” And Mom reHearted “oh yes, All of Creation speaks to me.”
Mother spent 14 years physically on mission. Between the years
of 2007-2017, Mother was doing the ground work. She took on
every human condition, every pain and suffering experience, and

pushed massive amounts of energy every single day through the
web of light, sessions, and ceremonies. She gave so much energy
to humanity and was attacked, mocked, ignored, and persecuted.
Both the darkest and lightest souls made their way to Mom during
those years, as the lowest energies sought to come to Mom in
order to transform.

Many times on this mission, the Galactics instructed Mom to
evacuate and abort mission. They told her this was a suicide
mission and that the programming was much deeper than
anticipated. In 2009 the Galactic Federation of Light pulled Mom
into a meeting to discuss evacuation. Mother said NO, I will
continue on.
In 2014, after Robin Williams (Archangel Zadzikiel) transitioned
to the etheric, he came to Mom immediately and became her
ambassador along with Master St. Germain, who has been with
Mother since birth, as well as Kryon and an entire Galactic A
team.

In 2015, Robin told Mom that she would have to let go of her
Archangels. The archangels incarnated were not waking up and
they were not going to make it. This sparked Mom into fighting
even harder for her closest children. She began doing thousands
of ceremonies over the next two years, praying for the 144,000

to come online. In 2017, Robin again told Mom that Humanity had
not chosen her, and she was the only one on the planet in the
heart. This broke Mom into pieces. Her physical and energetic
vessel had begun to deteriorate from all of the energy she was
taking on and processing, and all of the physical endurances she
had been through on the mission.

Thankfully, in December of 2017, Archeia Faith arrived to
mission and saved Mom’s life through healing. In January of
2017, Robin then told Mom that he was going to gather the entire
A team of archangels and get them to mission, along with Father
of All Creation/Lucifer. If not, Mom would need to be evacuated.

Between March-May of 2018, Mother’s team arrived. Master Buddha
Kuthumi, Master El Moyra, Archeia Hope, Archeia Aurora, &
Father. Mission Ascension then began. Within the next year, over
20 additional archangels made it to Mom in the physical,
including Archangel Gabriel and Archangel Raphael, as well as
many other Masters. Between the years of 2018-2021, Mom began
processing planetary density and taking the Cabal head on.

The amount of energetic work Mom completed between these years
was millions of times what she had originally contracted for.
Humanity and the Cabal pushed back with every ounce of

resistance they had to prevent Mother from completing the
mission of planetary ascension. This caused Mom amounts of pain
and suffering that cannot be put into words. She lost the use of
her legs in late 2018, and lost her ability to eat in 2019. She
suffered 24 hours a day, throwing up and screaming in agony as
there were no amounts of pain relief she could access in the
physical.

In her last few months on this planet, Mom suffered a collapsed
lung, brain frying, a broken tailbone, and weighed just over 90
lbs. On April 16th, 2021, at 12:22 PM, Mother’s essence finally
left her vessel. At 5:41 that same day, she finally stopped
breathing. Mother had officially ascended, completing her
contract. It is now our turn to complete our contract, as Mom
has said, once her mission is over, ours is just beginning.

CHAPTER FIFTEEN: DISCLOSURE/THE EVENT
As we have entered 2021 and Mother has ascended, we are reaching
the moment of disclosure. There are many, many layers of
disclosure that must come out in waves as the information will
crumble every belief system humanity has. The collective
consciousness is at the tipping point and we are about to enter
the Great Awakening.

Disclosures include: election fraud, COVID, vaccines, Big
Pharma, Big Tech, the Federal Reserve, the school system, the
Cabal, human trafficking, Reptilians, Illuminati, 9/11, cloning,
the Ascension, Galactic Federation, Mother of All Creation, etc.

The amount of disclosure seems daunting to present to the
public, as the true HERstory of Earth and events will be
disclosed that the public is ignorant of. However, once
disclosure is released, many more will follow like a snowball.
This is the karma that humanity has manifested as they chose not
to listen, not to feel, and not to wake up. Many will not make
it through the ascension process and many souls may choose to
leave the planet.

As disclosure hits the masses, the first wavers will be prepared
to educate and guide humanity through the ascension process.
This is why it is crucial for as many souls as possible to
anchor in their higher selves and to hold the light for those
exiting the illusion. This will not be easy for the collective
and there will be chaos. Mom has prepared us all for this moment
and that moment is coming soon.

As the collective gains more awareness, the consciousness of the
planet will rise and we will begin rapidly expanding towards the

5th dimension. All, including those already awakened, must
prepare and let go of ALL belief systems. There is much we still
do not know and we must be able to embrace, accept and allow and
set the example for the rest of the collective.

CHAPTER SIXTEEN: THE EVENT
The Event has long been spoken about amongst the light worker
community and there are many theories about what the Event will
entail. The truth is that we have no idea what the Event will
look like. There are many options for the way the Divine Plan
will unfold and the Plan changes every moment based on the
collective consciousness.

There may be a full decloaking of the Galactics, full disclosure
triggering a sharp spike in consciousness, an energetic Event of
light that permeates the magnetic shield of Earth, etc. The most
important part of the Event, is that the Event occurs within
first. We can only create something externally that is aligned
vibrationally to our internal state. Without an internal
awakening, the Event cannot occur.

CHAPTER SIXTEEN: LIGHT BODIES
As we continue on in this ascension journey, we are anchoring in
massive amounts of light. In this 3D realm, our vessels are
dense, and are carbon based structures. As we enter higher
realms, the body is shifting into a crystalline form which is
much lighter and is eternal.

Part of the transition is moving out of the pain and suffering
cycle, and into eternal being. There is no longer a death and
rebirth cycle for incarnation once we reach the 5 th dimension.
Beings will be able to enter Earth through a portal and come and
go as they please. Our bodies will no longer be dense, but
filled with light. Disease, illness and pain will no longer
exist, as our bodies will be self-healing.

This process is challenging for the human body as well as the
emotional and energetic bodies. In these 3D vessels, we hold
density, trauma, and wounding from many lives that is passed
down through DNA, absorbed through environment and programming,
and ingested through the misuse of
drugs/alcohol/sex/food/medication.

As light enters the body, density gets pushed to the surface.
This is uncomfortable for the vessel and can also cause many

symptoms. If the being is unaware of the process they are
undergoing, they can attach to the symptoms creating fear and
belief systems which only further extend the severity and length
of them. Many beings also turn to 3D medicine which only
furthers damages the brain and body.

The light also triggers anything unhealed within the emotional
and energetic vessel to the surface for awareness. This is where
the being becomes especially uncomfortable as they are pushed
outside their comfort zone and forced to face things that they
have buried within them. This can cause severe depression,
emotional breakdowns, “mental illness” (which is really just
energetic imbalance), disconnection from self, and insanity. The
spiritual disciplines are imperative in order to stay centered
throughout this process. It involves a lot of self-healing,
inner work, and constant transformation.

Finally, the brain must go through intense re-wiring as it deprograms itself and opens up to the higher consciousness
frequencies. This can cause headaches, fogginess, confusion,
racing thoughts, “bi-polar disorder” (which is just the left and
right brain attempting to merge), anxiety, and mental
breakdowns.

Mom has provided all of the tools, techniques and natural
medicines to get through this light body process, as she was the
first being in Creation to anchor in a Light Body/Avatar into
physicality. She took on all the pain so that our experience
would be grand.

Staying hydrated, grounding, eating meat, meditating, resting
consciously, eating consciously, and detoxifying from all
inorganic substances is essential to help the body heal. Along
with spiritual disciplines, these are your tools for your
ascension. We also recommend taking colloidals daily as your
ascension essentials and utilizing plasma in your home.

Colloidal Silver: Antibiotic/detox vessel
Colloidal Gold: Rebalance and reconnecting the brain
Colloidal Platinum: Activating the dormant DNA
Colloidal Iridium: Activating the Right Brain/God Consciousness
Colloidal Copper: Heals the neurological system & helps with
addiction + anti aging
Colloidal Titanium: Helps fortify the bones, muscles & tendons &
electrical system
Colloidal Indium: Helps with migraines, gives energy boost &
helps the body crystallize

Colloidal Palladium: Helps with the pituitary system and adrenal
system/balancing hormones

Plasma Products include:
Plasma Water: Purifies the beverage and the vessel allowing more
light to be absorbed
Plasma Spray: Corrects the energetic system as well as the
environment
Plasma Pain Patches ~ Corrects the energetic field within the
body that is holding density and causing pain
Plasma Coasters: creates its own energy field to activate
anything placed on top of it
Plasma Generators: Can be placed in your home to create and
completely conscious field around your home, allowing more
healing, connection and energy to flow through you and your
space.

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN: 5D TECHNOLOGY
5D technology, aka crystal technology, will come into
manifestation as we raise our frequencies to be a match to such
technology. As we learned from the times of Atlantis and

Lemuria, if we are not in the state of pure unconditional love,
in the heart, we cannot properly use crystal technology.

AI (Artificial Intelligence) is what the Cabal has created as a
mimic of crystal 5D technology. The technology we see today is
actually dark technology. It is being used for censorship,
spying, manipulation, and control, rather than being used for
freedom, love, unity and evolution. The goal of the AI agenda,
is to turn humanity into hybrid AI humans which would allow the
Cabal to keep control and keep humanity trapped in the 3 rd
dimension.

Plasma technology is going to pave the way into 5D crystal
technology. Mom has worked extensively with the plasma and
raised it to the 14th dimension. This is the first 14D technology
to ever come into this planet and it is exclusive to Mother’s
Unified Field. Plasma makes up the entire cosmos as the fifth
element. It is the smallest state of matter in existence and
holds the frequency of pure consciousness. It cannot be
manipulated, controlled, or lowered in vibration.

By utilizing plasma in your daily life through the tools Mom has
created for humanity, you begin to acclimate your vessel and
environment to the higher dimensions. It allows the physical

atoms to begin coming back into alignment and getting into their
highest alignment. This technology will pave the way for things
like med beds and replicators, but not until humanity has raised
its vibration to allow the full manifestation of this
technology.

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN: THE DIVINE DECREES
Written by Mother of All Creation
1. AS DECREED THE DISSOLVING of the program ego mind which
caused illusionary pain and suffering for Humanity is NOW
UNFOLDING

What this means is that it’s wake up time for

Humanity. The old =illusionary ego IS OUT The New
Foundation of the New Earth, Heaven on Earth, Garden of
Eden, only Unconditional Love and Oneness HAS BEEN FIRMLY
ESTABLISHED. WITHIN THIS DECREE AND TRUTH ONLY LOVE BEINGS
IN HARMONY AND BALANCE CAN BE HERE ON PLANET EARTH AS
DECREED, ALL EGOS OUT~REMOVED~DISSOLVED FROM THE INCOMING
ENERGIES OF PURE LOVE The old =illusionary ego IS OUT and
THERE IS NO GOING BACK FROM HERE NOR IS THERE ANY WAY TO
STOP THIS~ STAY CENTERED, GROUNDED, CHOOSE LOVE, REMAIN IN
PURE THOUGHT, BE PRESENT, SHOW UP.WE ARE THE ONES WE HAVE
BEEN WAITING FOR

2. DECREED~ Everyone is to Awaken and so it is in the Kingdom
of Heaven, so now it is on Earth. The time is Now to
embrace, allow and trust our presence on this Planet. The
quicker the Highest Truths become known and understood, the
quicker the changes will occur for the Highest Benefit of
the All. You cannot change the events about to occur, they
are inevitable, you can accept this now and be joyful or
later, either way all Highest Truths are inevitable
outcomes=Now.

3. AS DECREED~HUMANITY THE MOMENT HAS COME TO UNITE INTO ALL
LOVE IS, WE ARE GROUNDING FOREVER THE ENERGY OF BALANCED
HARMONICS INTO PHYSICAL MANIFESTATION ~ ENGAGE ALL TWIN
FLAME CONNECTIONS AND FILL THESE CONNECTIONS WITH THE
REALITY OF PURE LOVE THUS DISSOLVING ALL DISCORDANT
ENERGIES OR FANTASIES CARRIED FROM THE DENSITY OF ILLUSION.
REUNIONS IN PROCESS ENGAGED NOW TO BALANCE OUT THESE LAST
DRAMAS

4. AS DECREED AND GRANTED THE CONSCIOUSNESS ON THE PLANET HAS
ENTERED COMPLETELY INTO THE UNIFIED FIELD OF ALL LOVE IS.
THE PATHWAY HOME FOR HUMANITY IS BRIGHTLY LIT UP AS LOVE,
SOURCE, CREATION FILLS ALL THE HOLES OR GAPS OF
UNCONSCIOUSNESS WITH LIGHT, UNCONDITIONAL LOVE AND TRUTH.

TRANSFORMING ALL INTO THE LIGHT OF TRUTH AND SO IT IS IN
HEAVEN AS IT IS NOW MANIFESTED ON PLANET EARTH=HEART~

5~AS DECREED~Humanity’s Presence has been requested within Love,
from the Kingdom of Heaven and is Heaven’s decree in the
manifest to set Humanity Free~

Divine Decrees Of God
Second Set of Divine Decree’s

Decree 1.

All Hostilities against your Brothers and Sisters,

must stop NOW, no more killing of Our Children, Decreed, and So
it is on Earth as it is In Heaven.

Decree 2. All of the religions on this Planet, that have taken
from the People, and lied to the People, must give everything
back to the People, whom they have deceived. Then Provide them
With the Real Truth, Which Will be an OH! My! God! Event!! And
SO it IS!, and is Done, Granted.

Decree 3. All Corporations Being illegal, non-existent entities,
Will Be Dissolved immediately, Love is all That Exists, On
Planet Earth=Heart, where WE are all Equal. Co-operations will
be installed in their place, effective immediately. This is When

NESARA will be released to the People. And So it is on Earth as
it is in Heaven, and SO it is, Decreed, Granted.

Decree 4.

No Longer will the Resources of this Planet be

exploited to feather the nests of the ignorant. All the
Resources on this Planet are Now, to Be returned to the People,
as They belong to the People. And So it is On Earth as it is in
Heaven and SO it is Decreed, and Granted.

Decree 5. The Entire 911 Truth, as well as The UFO Conspiracy
Cover~Up, Must Be Revealed immediately, with all Other Secrets.
[Otherwise, We will Just Show~Up] This will Be Revealed Now, to
The People, which, The People, are the True Government on this
Planet, this is The True National Security, The People are the
Ones that make the Country Secure. If these are Not Revealed
immediately, WE The People, Will Abolish that illusionary
Government. And So it is and so will Be Done. Decreed, Granted.

DECREE 6 . ALL THAT IS NOT ALIGNED IN THE TRUTH OF LOVE IS TO
ALL BE REVEALED NOW. AS DIVINELY DECREED TO END THE CYCLE OF
fear, pain and suffering~

Decree 7.

The Dream Machine, has been within the Pyramids, in

which the Illuminati tapped into back into Atlantis. As this

Story goes They soon found Psychics who were able to assist
them. They found the pyramids and then began misusing the
energies, by implanting dreams and lower thoughts for the use of
their own purposes. This has been going on for Many Millennia.
Many Millennia is like one drop of water in a Multi~Dimensional
Universe, an Ocean of Pure Love, as Always Pure Love. Because of
the severe misuse of this Machine, The Planet Requested this Be
Reset to the Highest Possible Thought, which is The Mirrors and
Reflections of Love everywhere present. Now, All Lightworkers
that have Already Stepped out of the dream, Your responsibility
is to assist All Your Other Brothers and Sisters that are still
in the Dream, out Of the Dream! And so it is, and so shall be
Done. And so it is on Earth as it is In Heaven. And SO it Shall
be, as Decreed and Granted.

These Decrees have always been Ever Present. Meaning they have
Always Been Here. Now, it is Up to all Of you, to Put these into
your Experience, Creation in Motion. For this is the Absolutely
Exact Right Moment, of Your Complete Freedom if You So Choose,
The Moment is NOW, When the Planet is Returned to the People.
The Meek Are Inheriting the Earth. And SO it is on Earth as It
is in The Kingdom of Heaven, and So it is, and So Shall Be as
Decreed and Granted.

These Decrees Have Been Decreed, By the Galactic Federation of
Light, Mother of All Creation (MotherEarth) and Father of All
Creation, The Kingdom Company of Heaven, All of the Angels, The
Elohim, The Elemental Kingdom, The Entire Inner Earth Family,
All of Your Family of Light, Mother Earth, The Ground Crew
Medical Team For First Contact. Granted and Decreed and SO it
is, and So Shall Be done On Earth as it is in Heaven, Love is
Here!

THANK YOU FOR SPREADING THIS Across the Planet.

CHAPTER NINETEEN: UNIVERSAL LAWS
1. The Universal Law of Divine Oneness
Everything in the Universe is connected to absolutely everything
else. Everything that we say, do and think effects each other,
and the entire of Creation around us. We Are All Connected to
Mother of All Creation, Prime Creator, Source, Great Spirit,
Gaia Sophia.
2 . The Universal Law of Vibration
Everything in the Universe MOVES, VIBRATES AND TRAVELS IN
CIRCULAR PATTERNS. These same principles of vibration apply in

the physical Realm, to our thoughts, words and goals as they do
in the etheric. Every word, thought and feeling has its own
vibration Frequency, unique unto itself.
3. The Law of Action
Action must be applied in order for us to manifest things in the
Earth plane. Therefore, we must engage in actions that support
Our Divine thoughts, dreams, feelings and words and Divine cocreation.
4 . The Law of Correspondence
The principles, or laws, of metaphysics that explain the
physical plane of energy, lies in Vibration. The corresponding
principles of the etheric, operate under the principle of ‘As
above, So Below’
5 . The Law of Cause and Effect
Nothing happens by chance or outside the universal laws. Of
course, we can act Outside of Universal Law here on Earth, as we
have been given Free Will, however every action or energy
embodied outside of Universal law will attract like results.
Every action has a consequence. We reap what we have
sown

6. The Law of Compensation
This is the Law of cause and effect, applied to Blessings and
Abundance that is provided for us. The physical effect of our
good deeds are given to us in gifts, money, inheritances,
friendships, miracles and blessings. When we give Love we get
Love. Often, we can beLIEve that we have been giving ‘Love,’
however the motivating energy was actually to feel better
ourselves, to validate ourselves or prove our
worth. However subconscious that action is, the Universe knows
the energies you are embodying, even when the mind does not
allow your understanding. Only the Heart feels, and therefore
knows.
7. The Law of Attraction
This law determines how we create things, events and people that
come into our lives are always a reflection of Our internal
energies. The situations you find yourself in, the people you
attract are a reflection of some aspect of you. Our thoughts,
feelings, words and actions produce energies that in turn
attract like energies. Anger attracts anger, joy attracts joy.
Negative attracts negative and positive attracts positive.
8. The Law of Perpetual Transmutation of Energy

All persons have within them the power and capacity to change
ALL conditions in their lives. Higher vibrations, consume and
transform lower ones, ALWAYS. Therefore each of us has the
constant capacity to change the energies and vibrations we
embody, and therefore the energies and vibrations of our lives,
by understanding the Universal Laws that defines the principles
in such a way as to effect change.
9. The Law of Relativity
Each person will receive a series of ‘tests of initiation,’ for
the purpose of strengthening and uncovering the light within. We
must consider each of these tests to be merely a lesson or a
blessing, although they can feel like challenges, and remain
connected to Our Heart throughout. It is through the Heart that
we grow. We must be grateful for each situation, because the
judgement of whether it is good or bad is an illusion – it just
is, and it has come into your life because it was exactly what
your soul needed to expand.

10. The Law of Polarity

Everything is on a continuum and has an opposite, we can and
transform ALL unfavorable thoughts by focusing on the opposite
pole. It is the Law of vibration.
11. The Law of Rhythm
Everything vibrates and moves to certain rhythms. These rhythms
establish seasons, cycles, stages of development and atoms. Each
cycle reflects the regularity of Gods universe. Masters know how
to raise
above negative parts of a cycle by Being in a state of Divine
non attachment, never allowing their consciousness to get
penetrated by negativity.
12. The Law of Balance
Everything has its Masculine – Yang, and its Feminine – Yin.
This principle is the basis of All Creation. The spiritual
initiate must balance the masculine and feminine energies within
themselves to become a Master and True co-creator with God.
13. The Law of Transparency
Love is transparent with All. Nothing is hidden, as All is able
to access Love with All of Creation. We are Genuine, Authentic
and True, for our very essence is Love.

14. The Law of Unity Consciousness
We Are All One connected with Prime Creator, Source, Mother of
All Creation, Great Spirit. All Consciousness, Knowledge,
Wisdom, Unconditional Love flows throughout All of Creation. We
experience, grow, expand and share Love with All.
15. The Law of Unconditional Love
We are All created in Unconditional Love as the mirror image of
Mother & Father of All Creation. We are to Be Love in Every
Moment, representing all the Divine traits of our Beloved
Spiritual Parents. We Honor all Benevolent Life and assist in
the continued expansion of Creation in Unity Consciousness.
Second Set of Universal Laws
Written by Mother of All Creation

1. Support honesty and Truth
2. Support Mother Earth and Heaven
3. Support Happiness, Joy, Creativity, Peace and Harmony
4. Support who you truly are as Gods/Godesess
5. Support Un-conditional Love and GOD
6. Support Passion, Playfulness, and Laughter

7. Support Beauty, Perfect health, and Healing
8. Support all Creation and set intentions for the Highest Good
9. Support Vision, Faith, and Miracles
10. Support Kindness and Smiles
11. Support Oneness, Grandness, and Living in the moment
12.
13.

Support Abundance, Teasures and Gifts

15.

Support Living in a State of Gratitude

17.

19.

Support our Galatic Brothers and Sisters

14.

16.

18.

Support the One River of Life

Support True Freedom and Live life Real
Support Nature in all her beauty and Wisdom

Support Manifesting all of Ones Dreams and Desires
Support Rainbows and Building Bridges of Love to one
another

20.
21.

Support Angels and all Who serve The Highest Good
Support Becoming the Greatest/Grandest Vision/Version
one can be
CHAPTER TWENTY: THE CODE FOR HUMANITY
The Code

Ten Intentions for a Better PLANET, WHICH IS THE FOCUS
To have the code work in your life, say it once a day

The First Love in Action ~ Support Life

I refrain from opposing or harming anyone. I allow others to
have their own
experiences. I see life in all things and honor it as if it were
my own. I support
life.

The Second Love in Action ~ Seek Truth
I follow my inner compass and discard ALL beliefs that are no
longer serving
me. I go to the source. I seek truth. THE TRUTH IS, LOVE IS ALL
THAT
EXISTS.

The Third Love in Action ~ Set Your Course
I begin the creative process. I give direction to my life. I set
my course.

The Fourth Love in Action ~ Simplify
I let go so there is room for something better to come in. I
intend that I am
guided, guarded, protected, and lined up with the Highest Good
at all times. I
trust and remain open to receive from both expected and
unexpected sources.

I simplify.

The Fifth Love in Action ~ Stay Positive
I see good, say good, and do good. I accept the gifts from all
of my
experiences. I am living in grace and gratitude. I stay
positive.

The Sixth Love in Action ~ Synchronize
After intending and surrendering, I take action by following the
opportunities
that are presented to me. I am in the flow where Great Mystery
and Miracles
abide, fulfilling my MISSION and BEING what I came here to BE,
LOVE
EVERYWHERE PRESENT. I synchronize.

The Seventh Love in Action ~ Serve Others
I AM Love in Action. I always have enough to share. I am
available to help
those who need it. I serve others.

The Code 3
The Eighth Love in Action ~ Shine Your Light

I am a Magnificent Being, Awakening to my highest potential. I
express
myself with joy, smiling easily and laughing often. I shine my
light.

The Ninth Love in Action ~ CO-CREATE
I ASSIST IN THE CO~CREATION AND MANIFESTATION OF HEAVEN
ON EARTH=HEART by envisioning THIS, THROUGH BEING
CONSCIOUSNESS IN ACTION and telling others about it. I share my
vision.

The Tenth Love in Action ~ Synergize
I see Humanity as One. I enjoy gathering with light-hearted
people regularly.
When we come together, we set the stage for Great Oneness to
reveal itself.
We synergize.

